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Preface

Introduction

This text is about how to manage and improve the operations in service organisations. 
The service sector is the largest part of most economies, and is growing. Furthermore, 
 service is an idea that is not confined to the service sector; it has important implications 
for all types of organisations. And of all aspects of service, its operations activities are 
especially important. They are the parts of the organisation that create and deliver service 
to customers. The service could be that delivered to customers inside an organisation, such 
as staff in other functions, or the service provided by public sector organisations, voluntary 
organisations, mass transport services, professional services, business-to-business services, 
retailers, internet services, tourism and hospitality. In this text we do not focus on any  
 particular type of service, but seek to cover the many decisions faced by operations  managers 
in all these organisations. To illustrate this diversity, we have provided examples from many  
different types of service organisations and from many parts of the world.

Service operations management is important. Operations managers are, more often 
than not, the people who are responsible for most of the costs in an organisation and 
most of  the revenues. After all, they manage most of  the people and physical assets. 
Operations managers deliver the ‘profit’ (monetary or ‘social’). In this text, we refer to 
many aspects of ‘business performance’, not simply profit. Although many organisations 
are motivated by profit, most operations should also be assessed on broader criteria 
such as long-term costs, revenues, risk, adherence to budgets, customer loyalty and 
technological leadership.

Service operations management is also very challenging. We have captured many of the 
challenges that operations managers face every day, and the text is structured around how 
to deal with those challenges. Managing operations is also exciting because it crosses many 
conventional disciplines. Service operations often have to deal directly with customers, often 
in real time, so part of the excitement comes from the immediacy of operations; dealing with 
the needs of a stream of customers, managing the staff and making operational decisions to 
ensure the delivery of an appropriate quality of service at an appropriate cost.

The aim of this text

The aim of this text is to provide a clear, authoritative, well-structured, easy-to-read and 
interesting treatment of service operations management. But conventional management 
disciplines and functional boundaries are, to some extent, artificial. This is why the reader 
will find ideas and theories that come from marketing, strategy and human resource man-
agement, as well as conventional operations management. Our objective in writing this text 
is to help students and managers understand how service performance can be improved by 
studying service delivery and associated management issues. Service delivery is the focus 
of this text, yet we recognise that success depends not only on the obvious territory of 
operations in managing processes and resources, but also in understanding how operations 
managers must be involved in aspects of the organisation’s strategy, the service concept, 
organisational culture, and the way employees and customers are motivated and managed. 
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How well a service is delivered reflects the ability of the organisation to pull all these strands 
together, providing a service that meets the demands of its various stakeholders and provid-
ing appropriate and achievable service to customers while meeting required financial targets.

The Covid-19 pandemic

This publication was written before the COVID-19 pandemic had its impact on the world 
and, significantly for this text, on the nature of many service operations. As we go to press, 
it is not possible to forecast with any degree of confidence how much the pandemic will 
have affected service operations. That there will be some impact is certain. Exactly what 
the impact will be, or how much it will affect the day-to-day lives of service operations 
managers, is less certain. By the time you read this, many service operations practices may 
have changed. Some ideas that, at the time of writing, were assumed to be fundamental, may 
have to be adapted. Some types of operation may even no longer exist in their old form. So, 
if there are the occasional ‘gaps’ between what we have written and current reality, please 
forgive us. However, be assured that the underlying philosophy of how service operations 
should be managed, and the central importance of the service sector, will not have altered.

Who should read this text?

This is intended as a text for those who want to build on knowledge of the basic principles of 
operations management. It will also serve as a handbook for operations managers in service 
organisations as they seek to develop and implement operations strategies. Specifically, it 
is intended for:

• Undergraduates on business studies or joint studies degrees, or those specialising 
in hospitality, tourism or the public sector, for example, who wish to enhance their 
understanding of service operations management.

• MBA students who are managing service organisations and want to stretch their 
understanding of the area, and assess and improve their operations.

• Executives who want to focus on certain aspects of service delivery, such as customer expe-
rience, process design, capacity management, improvement, creating high-performance 
teams, performance measurement, world-class service or service strategy development, in 
order to challenge and change their own organisations.

Distinctive features

• Operations focused. This text has a clear operations focus and is concerned with 
managing operations. It explores operations-based issues, problems and decisions. 
It exposes students to the problems faced by service operations managers and helps 
practising managers deal with those issues. Each of the main chapters addresses how  
to deal with a particular problem or challenge.

• Frameworks and tools. Each chapter provides tools, frameworks and techniques that will 
help students and managers not only analyse existing operations but also understand 
better how they can deal with the issues that operations managers face. The frameworks, 
approaches and techniques will vary from topic to topic and will include, for example:
■ a list of key points to bear in mind when making decisions in a particular area;
■ a diagram or chart showing the relationship between two variables, or sets of variables, 

to help position an operation or help identify the nature of the relationships;
■ a list of questions, checks or tests that can be applied to a situation;
■ ways of quantifying or assessing qualitative variables;
■ the key stages in undertaking a particular activity.
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• Real-world illustrations. Operations management is an applied subject, so each chapter 
includes a number of short illustrations – case examples – from around the world that 
show how organisations have either identified or dealt with the particular issues being 
discussed.

• International. The real-world illustrations – examples in the text, case examples and case 
exercises – are drawn from many countries to show the diversity and international nature 
of operations issues and activities. (We have included a list of the case examples later.)

• Underpinned by theory. Appropriate theoretical underpinning and developments are 
included and we have tried to explain them in an unobtrusive and accessible way. Refer-
ences, web links and suggestions for further reading are provided for anyone wishing to 
undertake more work in a particular area.

• Managing people. A key task for operations managers is managing people, and so this 
text contains a significant ‘managing people’ element. This includes not only employees 
but also customers, as well as managing and changing the culture of the organisation as 
a whole.

• Technology-based service. Rarely have technologies had such an impact on services, so 
information and communications-based technology services are integrated into the text 
and their operations implications explored.

• State of  the art. The text contains some of the most recent ideas and information, 
covering in particular world-class service, performance management, service concept, 
the customer experience and service processes.

• Summaries. Each chapter concludes with a checklist summarising the key points, 
structured using the main chapter sub-headings.

• Discussion questions and exercises. At the end of each chapter there are some questions 
aimed both at students and at practising managers. We hope that these questions will 
encourage readers both to test their understanding and to apply the material in the 
chapter.

• Further reading. The topic keeps developing, so we have also provided some suggestions 
for further reading that should both develop the basics of the topic further and extend 
its scope.

• Case exercises. Each chapter concludes with a case exercise suitable for class discussion. 
The cases are short but focused on the topic and are a rich source of material for debate 
and development.

• Instructor’s manual. An instructor’s manual is available to lecturers adopting this text. 
It can be downloaded from www.servops.net and provides detailed questions to go with 
the cases and bullet-point answers to the questions.

• Servops.net is the instructor’s companion website for our text. Besides the instructor’s 
manual it provides a range of presentations in PowerPoint and Keynote formats to suit a 
range of teaching styles, experience and time constraints. The site also makes available a 
series of video screencasts in which the authors explain their approach to teaching each 
topic. Servops.net also gives instructors a series of lesson plans and handout designs.

Feedback and ideas

We would welcome feedback and suggestions to help us develop our text. In particular, 
we would like to know how you use the text, and if  you have any suggestions for web 
links,  readings or case examples. Please do not hesitate to contact either Michael Shulver at 
michael.shulver@me.com, or Nigel Slack at nigel.slack@wbs.ac.uk
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Since the previous edition of this text, sadly our dear friend and colleague, Bob Johnston, 
has died. His inspiration and support are missed by all who worked with him. But his enthu-
siasm and love for service operations management is, hopefully, reflected in this new edition. 
We have incorporated some new topics and updated the content in several ways, many of 
which Bob was actively working on.

To help us with this task we welcome Professor Nigel Slack to the author team for this 
fifth edition of the text. Nigel worked with Bob for many years and brings a wealth of 
experience in authoring his market-leading texts in operations management and operations 
strategy.

The previous edition of this text was published in 2012 and the subjects of service 
operations management and service management have advanced in that time. As a result,  
we have made quite a few changes to this edition. In particular, we have changed the chapter 
order to reflect a more up-to-date and logical structure – our apologies in advance to those 
classes who are still using the fourth edition. This has allowed us to expand our coverage, 
especially of the topics that have become more prominent since the previous edition. There 
are more things we want to do in future editions and we always appreciate and welcome the 
feedback we have had, which has led to many of the changes we have made. In summary, 
the changes have included:

• A new chapter structure based around four groupings of topics – framing service 
operations, understanding customers, delivering service and improving service operations. 
Following on from which:

• A new, more helpful structure diagram.
• More emphasis on how the topic being discussed is applied specifically in service 

organisations.
• Coverage of the growth in the service sector generally, and the various types of service 

organisation.
• A new chapter on service innovation.
• Although a few of the more relevant case examples from the previous edition are retained, 

most case examples are new, while others have been updated.
• We have added ‘worked examples’ in most chapters to help understand how the concepts 

can be applied.
• The addition of ‘counterpoint’ features in most chapters that provide comments or 

criticisms of conventional theory and/or practice.
• Fourteen new end-of-chapter case exercises (the old ones from the previous edition can 

be accessed at servops.net).
• A new look and format.

New features for this edition
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Chapter Topic Feature Organisation Location Page 
number

Chapter 1 Introduction 
to service 
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Case example Sara Davies is the Team Manager at 
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International 26
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UK 111
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Case examples and exercises
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Case example Vodafone brings back call-centre jobs South Africa 
and UK

311

Case example Dark kitchens disrupt the restaurant industry International 314

Worked example Caterof and Hotspace Germany 321

Case example The Hoxby Collective UK 326

Case exercise Holmart and Wersa – the food waste 
partnership

UK 330

Chapter 11 Designing 
the service 
process

Case example Shouldice Hospital changes its position on 
the spectrum

Canada 346

Case example Managing the ‘platform–train interface’ 
with crowd control

Japan and 
UK

353

Case example The Queen Mother Hospital for Animals UK 362

Case example Service technology also influences 
professional services

International 364

Case example Robot receptionists? Robot carers? Japan 368

Case exercise The GDP Central Estimation Service International 372

Chapter 12 Managing 
service 
performance

Case example DPD uses visual performance systems in 
its depot

UK 381

Case example Measuring if you are happy (or not) International 390

Worked example Ess Pannanservice (EP) Scandinavia 399

Case exercise Chilli Airways USA 414

Chapter 13 Service 
resources 
and capacity

Case example Demand fluctuation on London 
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UK 422
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Case example Karolinska Hospital improves resource 
utilisation

Sweden 439

Case example Border-line unreasonable International 442
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Chapter Topic Feature Organisation Location Page 
number

Chapter 14 Service 
innovation

Case example IDEO, service innovation and design International 466

Case example Monzo Bank UK 473

Case example The lcehotel Sweden 475

Case example McDonald’s Innovation Centre USA 481

Case example Singapore Zoo Singapore 485

Case example NHS Innovation Challenge Prize – Breathe 
Arts Health Research

UK 490

Case example If one customer wants it, maybe more do? UK 491

Case example DHL innovation workshops International 492

Case exercise Developing the County Workhouse UK 495

Chapter 15 Service 
improvement

Case example Using available passenger space in aircraft International 503

Case example Four Seasons and Zara International 505

Case example Six Sigma at Wipro International 518

Case example St Göran’s Hospital Sweden 520

Case example Pixar’s creatives use lean principles USA 521

Case example Kaiten-zushi restaurants Japan 523

Worked example Value stream mapping at PoPaws Australia 525

Case exercise Fermat Numérique France 535

Chapter 16 Learning 
from 
problems

Case example Where are my bags? International 551
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Case example A service guarantee for aviophobes UK 561

Case exercise ‘One-Stop’ Protection Service UK 567

Chapter 17 Learning 
from other 
operations
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Case example Acuity and HouseMark UK 578

Case example John Lewis deprives retailing of an 
industry benchmark

UK 580

Case example The benchmark that nobody wanted USA 581

Case example Benchmarking the NBA – bouncing 
accepted wisdom

USA 582

Case example A 15-day turnaround time UK 586

Case example School performance tables UK 591

Case exercise Mumbai Private Bank India 596
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Part I Contents

1 Introduction to service operations

2 The world of service

3 Service strategy

4 The service concept

Part I
Framing service operations

The aim of Part I is to introduce some of the fundamentals of service operations that will 
form the foundation of later topics.

This part consists of four chapters:

EXPERIENCE

PROCESS
INPUTS OUTCOMES

THE OPERATIONS
PERSPECTIVE

THE CUSTOMER
PERSPECTIVE

FRAMING SERVICE OPERATIONS
•    
•    
•  
•   

SERVICE PEOPLE
•  
•  
•   
•     
•  

DELIVERING SERVICE
•   
•    
•   
•    

IMPROVING SERVICE OPERATIONS
•  
•  
•   
•    
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Learning objectives

• To define the characteristics of services and understand the implications and 
limitations of these characteristics

• To be able to explain what service operations management is

• To understand the importance of service operations management

• To be able to understand the multiple perspectives on service operations 
management

• To gain an appreciation of the challenges faced by service operations 
managers

This introductory chapter starts by exploring what is meant by service, as distinct from the 
manufacturing of physical goods, and then looks at the general contribution of operations 
management before exploring what is distinctive about operations management in service 
organisations, what its responsibilities are and why it is so important.

Chapter 1
Introduction to service 

operations
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4  Part I Framing service operations

Introduction

We all use service operations. Almost certainly we use them every day, and almost certainly they 
are important in our lives. Service operations treat us when we are ill, transport us to wherever we 
need to go, serve us meals, sell us goods, connect us to social media, entertain us and (hopefully) 
educate us. Service operations are everywhere, and we are their customers. Many of us are also 
responsible for serving others, not only as part of our jobs, but also as part of daily life for our 
friends and families; providing cooking and cleaning services, ‘taxi’ services, organising holidays 
and providing emotional support services when needed. But if  service is both widespread and 
important, why aren’t the services that we consume, as customers, better? Why do we wait too 
long to be seen at a doctor’s surgery? Why are we asked for the same information twice (or more) 
by the same organisation? Why does the parcel not arrive when it should?

As customers, we all have stories of those times when we have been let down by services and, 
hopefully, we also have stories of those times when services have delighted us. The difference 
between good and bad service is how well the services have designed, organised and run their 
service delivery operations. When service is poor, it is often because those responsible for creating 
and delivering service have not used their organisational resources effectively. In other words, it 
is a failure to deploy the principles of service operations management. That is what this text is 
about – the nature, character and challenges of managing service operations. The principles of 
service operations management that we describe in this text apply to all types of service organi-
sation, indeed any organisation that uses resources in order to provide some form of service. We 
give detailed coverage of the main issues and challenges for service operations, and provide the 
tools and frameworks that managers can use to understand, assess and improve the performance 
of their operations. While the development of operations management as a discipline has its roots 
in production management,1 this text concentrates on those operations issues that are particularly 
relevant to service organisations.

However, every organisation, without exception, is involved in service to some degree, and so 
a knowledge and understanding of service operations management can make a real difference to 
their success. Many of the concepts are equally relevant to manufacturing organisations because 
all manufacturing companies provide services, such as after-sales service and customer training, 
and internal services such as HR or IT support. Furthermore, manufacturing organisations are 
increasingly under pressure to differentiate by enhancing the service aspects of their offering and 
to increase service revenues. The later sections and chapters of the text deal specifically with these 
challenges, but first we will introduce several key concepts, starting with what we mean by ‘service’.

1.1 What is ‘service’?

It may seem like an easy question, but answering ‘what is service?’ has proven to be remarkably 
difficult. One might reasonably reply, ‘as opposed to what?’. Most early definitions of ‘service’ 
took the question to mean, ‘what is a service, as opposed to a manufactured product?’. From the 
early 1980s, the main distinction between services and products (now disputed) was that services 
are characterised by the following:

• Intangibility, in that they are not physical items.
• Heterogeneity, in that they are difficult to standardise.
• Inseparability, in that their production and consumption are simultaneous.
• Perishability, in that they cannot be stored.

These four features of services are known as the ‘IHIP’ characteristics. They are worth studying, 
even though they have been the subject of some considerable academic debate.
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Chapter 1 Introduction to service operations  5

Intangibility

The most obvious characteristic of a product, as opposed to a service, is that it has physical form – 
one can physically touch a motor vehicle, a garment or a burger. By contrast, a pure service, such as 
theatre performance, a consultation with a doctor or financial advice, cannot be touched as such. 
The resources that carry out these services may be tangible, palpable and material, but not the ser-
vice they provide. As one authority put it, ‘a service is something that can be bought and sold, but 
which [you] cannot drop on your foot’.2 Certainly, when compared to physical products, it can be 
difficult to define the ‘boundary’ of a service. What a product is, and what it is not, is a relatively 
clear distinction, whereas the limits of what constitutes a service may need constant maintenance. 
Which is why service operations are frequently at pains to educate customers as to what they can 
and cannot expect from their services.

However, there are several problems with the idea that all services are intangible. First, many 
services have a tangible element as part of what they are offering. A motor vehicle service often 
involves (physical) replacement parts; meals and drinks are an essential element of an air journey; 
education services may include the provision of physical supplementary material such as (hope-
fully) books. Second, if we accept the argument that service is intangible, even if the resources 
providing the service are not, this does not mean that those physical resources are unimportant to 
how customers view the service. The life-support equipment in an intensive-care unit of a hospital 
is vital to the service provided, as is the state of the aircraft to an air journey. Third, and related to 
the last point, customers are unlikely to distinguish between the intangible and tangible elements of 
service. In fact, for many services, such as some retail services, the quality of service may be judged 
mostly on the tangible elements of the service. Finally, it could be argued that services involve some 
kinds of changes to customers (or their surrogates, such as their parcels sent by courier), and cus-
tomers are certainly physical.

Heterogeneity

Heterogeneity means that each time a service is delivered, it will be different because the needs and 
behaviour of customers will, to some extent, vary. Customer behaviour is never totally predictable. 
No matter how well a service is designed, customers may still request a service beyond the limits of 
the service provider. Ask the operator of a bank’s contact (call) centre, or of a technical helpdesk, 
or emergency service, and they will report on customers asking for service well beyond their scope. 
Yet such services are directly exposed to their customers’ requests, and they must be dealt with. 
Moreover, when any service involves an interaction with the service staff of a provider, the exact 
nature of the contact will inevitably vary each time an interaction takes place. Even with consider-
able staff training, different staff will probably deal with different customers and their requests in 
different ways. In fact, neither customer nor service staff behaviour is either totally predictable or 
controllable, all of which makes achieving standardisation difficult. Yet there are significant cost 
efficiencies for any operation if it can achieve some degree of standardisation. However, hetero-
geneity is not exclusively a characteristic of services. Many physical products are valued for their 
variation. Customised products are valued for their lack of standardisation, as are craft or artistic 
products, which are idiosyncratic by nature.

Of course, service operations will attempt to reduce the range of possible interactions. They 
will signpost what a service can and cannot do, they will transfer ‘non-standard’ customers to a 
more appropriate service and they will provide guidance for staff, all of which can reduce, but 
not completely eliminate, variety. Such heterogeneity makes the full standardisation of services 
particularly difficult. Yet technology can help. For example, many years ago, financial services 
realised the value of ATMs in standardising service (in an admittedly limited way), after which the 
use of online (internet) banking allowed some scope for inappropriate requests to be filtered out. 
It is also worth noting that in some services, heterogeneity is welcomed because it can provide ave-
nues for potential development of the service. For example, a customer request could provide the 
stimulus for a new variant in an organisation’s service offering, or perhaps even the development 
of a brand-new service.
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6  Part I Framing service operations

Inseparability

Inseparability, in this context, means that the production of services and their consumption occurs 
simultaneously. In other words, the service provider (who ‘produces’ the service) is often physically 
present when its consumption by a customer takes place. In education services, a tutor explains 
concepts while students (attempt to) comprehend them, doctors listen to their patients, diagnose 
them and recommend treatment with the patient present, consultants provide analysis and guid-
ance directly to their clients, and so forth. This is distinctly different to physical products that can 
be first produced and then consumed by the customer. The implication is that, unlike physical 
products, services cannot be consumed assynchronously, which, in turn, means that businesses 
that want to meet all demand for their services must have sufficient capacity in place to meet that 
demand as it occurs.

Yet, while this inseparability is true of those personal services such as some types of education, 
healthcare and consultancy, it has never been true for services where it is a customer’s possession 
or resources that are the ‘recipient’ of the service. So, for example, many widely used business or 
consumer services, such as transporting freight, laundering clothes or performing routine cleaning, 
are most commonly performed in the customer’s absence.3 Furthermore, technology has worked 
to reduce this characteristic in many services. In education, lectures can be recorded and viewed 
independent of their creation and student queries can be posted online, to be answered at a later 
time. Healthcare websites can help customers understand their conditions and advise on further 
diagnosis or treatment. Most organisations now understand the power of FAQs to decouple the 
production and consumption of information-based elements of service, and so on. For many ser-
vices, the ubiquity of asynchronous communication tools such as SMS and email mean that previ-
ously face-to-face and immediate communication is now separated in time, to the mutual benefit 
of the server and the customer. (Asynchronous communications can be sent at any time, without 
regard to whether or not the receiver is ready.)

Perishability

A further consequence of the difficulty of storing service, and the idea of inseparability, is the 
characteristic of perishability. It means that services, in effect, have a very short ‘shelf life’. They 
may even perish in the very instant of their creation: the jokes in a stand-up comedian’s perfor-
mance perish as they are told. Even if she tells the same joke on the next night, the performance 
and reaction could be different – it is a different service. Similarly, if a hotel room is not sold for 
a particular night, it has perished. The same room for sale on the next night is a different service. 
This means that matching capacity with demand, or managing demand to fit capacity, becomes 
particularly important to avoid underutilised resources and lost revenue. Often, ‘dynamic’ pricing 
is used to manage demand. So, for example, hotels will discount their rates in quiet times, or the 
comedy venue might offer discounted drinks and reduce entry fees in order to fill up demand in 
the early part of an evening.

However, again there is criticism of this characteristic. Whether one accepts the idea of per-
ishability partly depends on what one regards as ‘stored services’, and partly on how one views 
the consumption of a service. First, let us deal with the issue of whether services can be stored. 
For example, the hotel’s ‘room for a night’ cannot be stored, but what is a hotel but a ‘store’ of 
rooms? All service operations ‘store’ many of the resources that they use to create their services. 
The resources do not necessarily ‘perish’. Hospitals ‘store’ medical technology, universities ‘store’ 
knowledge and so on. Second, what is meant by the ‘consumption’ of a service? If ‘consuming’ 
the performance of a stand-up comedian is simply experiencing the moment of the performance, 
then that particular service has indeed perished. However, if one treats the utility of the perfor-
mance, say, in how it makes one feel, then the utility or value of the performance lasts longer. It 
might make one feel better for weeks or months. It might even change one’s life forever. Medical 
treatment may be over in hours or minutes, but the effect could sustain for far longer. So, per-
ishability depends on whether it is treated as a time-defined issue, or by judging the continued 
benefits from a service.
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Chapter 1 Introduction to service operations  7

Table 1.1 shows a summary of the IHIP characteristics of service, with an explanation of what 
each means and some of the definitional criticisms of using each characteristic to define service. 
From this, and the previous discussion, two points become clear:

• None of the IHIP characteristics is unique to services as opposed to physical products. They are 
all definitionally questionable to some extent, which explains why a very considerable amount 
of academic discussion has been generated by them. However, if one is concerned ‘broadly’ and 
‘generally’ with how services are different to physical products, and the implications of those 
differences, then the characteristics are a reasonable starting point.

• Technology has had a significant effect – both on the extent to which the IHIP characteristics 
apply and how the limits that they place on service operations can be overcome. In particular, 
the development of information and communication technology has opened up many new types 
of service offerings. And although these technologies may have diluted the applicability of the 
IHIP characteristics, of far more importance is the potential they give to the development of 
services. (We deal with service technology in both Chapters 7 and 11.)

1.2 What is service operations management?

The principles of operations management (in any kind of organisation, service or non-service) 
are broadly the same. Essentially, operations management is concerned with transforming a set 
of inputs into outputs. This is usually illustrated as an input–transformation–output model, as 
shown in Figure 1.1. Some of these inputs, such as people (employees), technology and knowl-
edge, are ‘transforming resources’, and they act on other inputs, such as materials, information 

IHIP service 
characteristic

Meaning Example Definitional problems with 
the characteristic

Intangibility Not having physical or 
material form

Education services (e.g. 
universities) enhance students’ 
(intangible) knowledge

Many services include tangible as 
well as intangible elements

The resources that provide the 
service are important and tangible

‘Tangible’ customers are 
transformed by services

Heterogeneity Every service is different, 
difficult to standardise

Primary healthcare services 
should respond to each 
customer’s (patient’s) individual 
requirements and treat/advise 
accordingly

Heterogeneity is not only a 
characteristic of services

Inseparability Production and 
consumption are 
simultaneous

When attending a live theatrical 
performance, the value lies in the 
‘immediacy’ of its presentation

May be true for personal services 
but has never been true for services 
where it is a customer’s possession 
or resources that are the ‘recipient’ 
of the service

Perishability Service ceases to have 
value after a relatively 
short time

If a passenger train service is half 
empty for a journey, in effect half 
of that service has ‘perished’; it 
cannot be used if it has not been 
used

Even if the activity of performing 
a service cannot be stored, the 
resources can

The value of a service can endure 
far longer that its consumption

Table 1.1 Summary of the IHIP characteristics of service
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8  Part I Framing service operations

and customers, that are ‘transformed resources’. The purpose of this transformation process is to 
produce some combination of products and services. Within the transformation process (which 
is normally referred to simply as ‘the operation’), transforming resources are organised into an 
interconnected network of processes, through which transformed resources progress.

However, note two important points about an operation’s resources. First, they include not 
just internal resources, but also those that can conveniently be accessed (usually through suppli-
ers). This means that an operation need not necessarily own the resources that it uses. It could 
have supply agreements that allow it to access resources as and when there is the need. Second, 
an operation’s resources are more than the buildings, technology, equipment and facilities that 
form the physical fabric of the operation. They even include more than the physical presence of 
the people that staff the operation. They include all the intangible elements, such as skills and 
knowledge, together with the intrinsic capabilities, relationships and understandings that have 
developed, such as those with suppliers and customers. In other words, although the easily quan-
tified resources such as technology, facilities and staff are clearly important, it is the knowledge, 
skills and capabilities that they embody that can be even more important. This concept of the 
centrality of service resources, and how they create value, is a fundamental principle in the idea 
of service dominant logic (SDL), which we will describe in the next chapter. SDL distinguishes 
between operant resources (skills and knowledge that are usually invisible and intangible) and 
operand resources (tangible assets). SDL views knowledge and skills as the primary basis of a 
firm’s competitive advantage.

Resources and processes

Resources and processes are the two vital ingredients of all operations, and much of operations 
management is concerned with how they are managed. Both resources and processes are fun-
damental to how any enterprise creates value. However, it is the interaction between resources 
and processes that is key to the effectiveness of any operation. They are not physically separate 
things; they are simply a way of thinking about what goes on in an operation. More importantly, 
resources and processes impact on each other. An operation’s resources will constrain what its 
processes are capable of doing. Just as important, the experience gained over time by an opera-
tion’s processes can add to the capability of its resources. This mutual dependency of resources 
and processes is a particularly important point that helps us understand how operations improve 
their capabilities over time. It is also a point that we shall return to when we examine service 
operations improvement (see Chapter 15).

How any principles, or any models, are applied in practice will depend on the context in which 
they are applied. A common principle (for example, that the quality of a product/service should be 
judged by how it affects its intended customers) can be interpreted in very different ways depending 
on the nature of the customers being served (for example, their expectations, previous experience, 
etc.).

Figure 1.1 The general input–transformation–output model of operations management

INPUTS OUTPUTSTRANSFORMATION

Transforming resources,
e.g. people, technology,

knowledge

Transformed resources,
e.g. materials, 

information, customers

Some
combination
of products
and services
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How is service operations management different from general 
operations management?

The input–transformation–output model is a broadly applicable generic model that applies to all 
types of operation, whether service or manufacturing. So, what is it about service operations that is 
different? Put simply, it is the relative importance of the various inputs to the transformation pro-
cess. Whereas in the generic model of operations management, the transformed inputs are classed 
as some combination of materials, information and customers, service operations management is 
characterised by the importance of the customer (or the customer’s surrogate) as the central input 
to the transformation process. So, service operations, such as entertainment, healthcare, education, 
passenger transport, banking contact centres and hairdressing, ‘transform’ their customers directly. 
Customers have some degree of ‘presence’ as the service is ‘produced’. These services change some-
thing about the customers themselves – for example, their state of mind, physical or mental health, 
knowledge, location, security or appearance. Other service operations still add value for their cus-
tomers, but do so by working on (transforming) their customers’ surrogates. For example, most of 
the operations effort in banks consists of working on their customers’ financial information, mail 
and parcel delivery services move customers’ letters and packages and garages repair their customers’ 
vehicles. Because the work on customers’ surrogates does not make them any less of a service, their 
customers will still judge the performance of their operations in much the same way as in more direct 
services. Nevertheless, the degree of ‘visibility’ of the service that customers have is an important 
factor in how a service is managed, and we shall be returning to the issue.

If it is the importance of the customer’s presence in the operation that makes service operations 
management distinctive, it follows then that ‘service’ will mean different things depending on the 
type of customer being served and the nature of the service that is being provided. The service pro-
vided by a local restaurant or gym will be quite different to that provided by a large cloud comput-
ing service, such as Microsoft, to its business customers. Therefore, it is useful to consider service 
operations not just from the perspective of the operations resources and processes themselves, but 
also from the perspective of the customers who receive the service. This means that the generic 
operations management input–transformation–output model needs reconfiguring to reflect both 
operations and customer perspectives and, just as crucially, the overlap between them. This idea is 
shown in Figure 1.2. We will deal with each perspective, and then how they overlap.

Figure 1.2 The input–transformation–output model of operations management interpreted to 
reflect the high customer-contact nature of service operations management
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